
This memorandum on the meat-chicken capacity of Coq d' Or FErM is prepared from 7.:011SCti011. It is confirmable by a number of existing records, incluelne pictures. 
There will be little or no reflection of the equipment in our books, as was the case with the builetings, because of economies I was able to practise. It can't be inclusive, 

because I can'  t remember all. As an example, the memo on the buildings was inadequate 
because not until texedng of what to include in this memorandum did I recall a fourth 
buildine I purchased at the beginning and ha uled in at no cost when a buldozer trailer 
was coming, down from near where the buildine ieeand i bought-the building fvom a friend 
of the bulldozer operator. 

The naeure of the economies varied from swapping what I did not need for what I thus obtained, to buyiug at farm sales and trade deals. We made quite a number of these with 
hareord eetal t-roducts Co., whose partners, although suppliers: to the poultry indestry, preferred our poultry and we traded. (Thus also there will be no reflection in any production records we might find of the poultry produced and soaped.) I have their catalogue of the period in question, me this show worth if that becomes a euestion. 

(oe also obtained what is called cages for separate- housing of hurt egg layers from 
earford, in part or totally this way. We bean with provision for 12 hens per pen, then 24 and finally hat to expand to a capacity of 48 per pen by standard,concepts and then 
had to crowd that. eometimes even that was inadequate. What this means is that we had to figure on being able to house in relative protection enu isolation at least 10e of the capacity of each peen of lawyers because of the injuries to theme) 

.;e4iekens for eggs are reeeed in tiro ways, on the floor or in caaes, also called 
batteries under some circuestances. If raised on the floor they can be managed mechanically as they now are almost exclusively if raised in cages. By mechanical ly i mean to include feed, not just water. neat chickens are generally raised on the floor, which means on a litter of some hind, varying eieh the region, ehich controls the costs of what is useable as litter. In a very large operation, the costs of raising meat chickens in batteries is are enough greater to eliminate the possibility. et all ties we raised eeet chickens both ways, shifting as much as we could to batteries because we coulee obtain a better proeuct that way ene later because it provided some protection against the damaaes caused by the helicoetees (wherever I say this I include the less aces= sonic booms). eith proper ennagement, the capacity Of a building can be increased enormously with the use of betteries. Particularly when chickens or different ages are raised and needed. 

Ae of tee ties we beean, there was a marked tendency to whatwas celled "all in, all out", moaning single flocks of a sinele age. Except in tee few operatione comparable to ours, I preslir:w,  thin is now universal. One of the reasons is the reason our operation was not comparable "to industry standards.It is a rare exception when the nan who raises the =eat chickens of theme They are &morally part of a rather large operation, of which the Perdue opceationeee the Eastern Sore is an example teel in ehich mills can mean the difference between profit and loss. The cone= practise today itfor everything co_ r cted with the production of chickens to have single or combined ownership, from the 	am in the eyes of the fertilizine rooster to delivery to the mass outlets. This includes the hatchine-eee flocks, all trucks ukedstthe feed mills, the dressing lanes, etc. I an not.ue to sate on :nor 	
owned by the combine 

pregee.;  
or contracted to those who had buileings on a very low per-chicken basis, as of the time of ey being up to date very often under such circumstances that the "farmer" could and did held a job away from hoe°, the little attention the chickenseeot in his absence being provided by others in the fee4lye It was then unprofitable for the "farmers", but lexe-hae little choice. By this development in oreabizatione everythine was planned before the egg  was laid, inclueine when how many day-old chickens would go to what building ane for how long, with the capacity of the dressing plant figured in a a i se peose the time of what day the chickens woule reach the dreseine latent and how. It was called as was integration. The quality of the fineshee product was not couperable with ours. Nor were the costs, in any way. es of the tiee we built our plant to the point ehere we had to stop building because 
of the helicopter troubles, we had three modern, ineule,ted brooder houses, identified by numbers in the order in which we built them. In &umber 1 We also had automatic eats heat 
at the end and it was entirely a batlery operation. It was our incubator room, too. aside froe a couple of small 50-ege, still-air incubators uses only rarely, we hair -three see -automatic forced-air incubators of a kind still standard in scientific use. (1 last saw 
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identical incubators in use 11/71, in Parkland Hospital, Dallas Temas.)These had a capacity 
of 300, 1200 and 2100 °e'en, respectively. I remodled one to permit more space between the 
drawers of egee to accoriodate goose and duck egsse  which ere lareer. Ot, I got it after 
Charles Beieht had rertodled it. Until he got too old (most would have conside=red him toe 
old when I first net him), Cheeles "eight hatched all my eges for me, on a weeklyAels. 
I'd ..,sake a trip a week to his place, taking eggss to be set eith ee and taking holy what 
had hatched. When I die uy  own hatching, I also X= set eggs weekly, having dayeold neat 
chicks each week and during their more limited  season, day old eoslines. The fertile 
period is longer for ducks than for geese. (I was never able to begin to exploit the available 
earket for either because of these troubles, especially with geese, which were hard to et 
and, when raised comeercials, something their character deters, were not of good qeelitYe) 

The other two brooder hounes were autos atzically heated by gas brooders pereanently 
installed, each with electric brooding provided and sometimes used in tee milder months. 
In both of thhese brooder houses I had complete control over the envrionment at the end., 
havingto nerfect this to cope with the troubles caused by the helicopters. "2his included 
even such things as enabling total darkness while providing perfect ventillatione I think 
you will find some correspondence with Dr. Shaffner, then head of the poultry department 
of the University of haryland, on some EulpLets of this, I am certain including an inexpensive 
light trap I developed, that left air pass in or out but blocked. light, even in bright 
sunlight. Ventilation was provided by fare,: that were inexpeneivay but automatically 
controlled. Lights were also controlled automatically. 

All three of these buildings hae concrete floors, as did the pole beam...014Ln /1011.2a 
I could and did brood in the pole barn, a long building of numerous 14-foot pens, 

using electric leueehet brooders there. I had a number of these but preferred an infra- 
red one manufactured by Harford. 4't actually permitted brooding day-old chicks in sub- 
freezine weather, with no ocher source of heat, but in the barn I never used it that way. 
I was one of the very first to use infra-rod for brooding, if not the first, having 
discovered its unusual heating properties by accident in the home of a friend who used 
several of these bulbs to heat a cold spot in his far: house kitchen. 

In all brooders heat, whatever its character of source, is controlled automatically, 
even in my name-maw' ones, where the temperature varied no more before activation of the 
control for on ant: of than in a hone automatic heating system, less than in our present 
ho3e. Until chickens were well-fledged, it was the practise to preklids 
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 temperature of 

95°  on hatching, eraeuelly lowering it as they feathered out, about 5 a week, until they 
required no external heat. In an environment-controlled house, such as ours, the heat 
generated by the chickens was wed for heating theme With nature chickens, the heat 
eenerated in a 24-hour period was about equivalent to that produced by 100 pounds of. herd 
coal. j.iheee the, heat gsnerated by the chickens coulu be ueed not only to keep them warm 
when they required heat, but also to improve the drying of the buildings, the elimination 
of t:e moisture they also generated. (Chickens have but a single orifice for the elimination 
of body wastes. It is called the vent. The orates and the feces cane out together. An 
experienced hit:AA/Wean could tell much of the condition of hie chickens by the appearance 
of his chickens' dropeings.) 

teach of these thrge brooder houses had a capacity of 800-1000 squab-sized or individual- 
serving chickens if used for floor raising. It could have been ereater,because of the 
controlled envirobment and the relatively small size, but I do not recall every brooding 
more at one tine. 4hat I did when I used these for the floor raising of chickens for eeat 
was to dress part of the cockerels when they would dress to about 12 oza, thus reducing 
the population as the chickens grew (the rate is very fast for about two months). This 
could. be  as early as four weeks, more usually five. ehether I dressed more of the cockerels 
for earketine at this size varied with needs and I can' generalize about it. About a week 
later the millets or females would be of this size and I'd dress whatever I wanted of them 
for squab size. (The live weight as I recall was about 20 oza, or pretty sr-i11  by normal 
coceercial standards.) Above this size my market required (thickens that woule weigh 24- 
23 oza dressee as the next size and a very eophler one. ior everything to this size my  
prices was the same, :$1.V5 each. Begin zing at 2 eounde, the price was 900 per pound. Our 
price list *owe this. It never varied. It was also the wholesale price, an -  because oh the 
scarcity of poultry of this qpnlity, including my inability to begin to meet the available 
vAlity mArket, i ha:': no trouble eettine it as the wholesale price. The actual cash cost in 
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so eery' a bird is remarkably small, ivertJenileale, vhen I did my own hatching froe stir on 
°Zee. then figured the baby click cost me not a penny because the breeding flock produced 
enough eeee i did not or could not set to more than pay for itself. (Begs too smell were 
uncommon, but eggs too large for hatching were not and they brought ne S1.00 a dozen. In 
addition, smaller flocks always lay much better, so our hatching-ace production was much 
higher per chicken than sem usual in chickens bred for meat.) 

o put this last point another way, had I not lout the unusual breed I used for the 
production of hatthine eggspas I finally did to the helicopters, my actual cash cost for 
the production of meat chickens, once the buildings were built and equipped, was for the 
feed they ate and the relatively smell  amount of cash for dressing them for marketing. 
ell the overhead existed anyway, save for the small amount of energy used for heat. 

I think it would be a conservative• estimate to say that ray profit on this squad-sized 
bird that was a specialty was 3541, a fantastic markup in any business, over cash costs. 
sic: had reached the paint of maximum effeciency at the time we had to stop farting, ac I 
will explain beloW. 

To comppre this with the usual meatechicken operation, I could produce at least 
two crops of these very small chickens to be sold at :31.75 each in the time required 
for the production of a single crop of the usual fryer-size that sold for a retail 
price of from less than 600 to in a few eases about 900. horeover, I could produce at 
least twice as many of this size per unit of apiece. Or, more than four times as many 
chickens per unit and at from two to ik more often three times the unit price. 

;("mparine this with ray chickens of commercial size, and I could peke them grow more 
rapidly than convex:Jai. chickens and did, I got ete=3:ezetleeet-three tiees the retail/elli" 
price of commercial chickens of commercial size. . 

This also means my  capacity was much greater per cube of space, as ray potential for 
profit was enormously greater per cube of space. In addition, although I used a much 
more expensive feed, these very young chickens consumed enormously less feed per unit 
of wthieht. 1 did considerable original nutritional work and at the time I had to 
sup pend was well  on the way to developing not only the better way of producing quelity 
chickens, which I had for all practical purposes perfected, but a means of producing 
chickens on an improverished diet for the more costly it of their rearing life, just 
before marketing, when they consume more feed per poen& of meat yield. I probably have 
the experimental records, ehere I weigh 	chicken chicken ineividuelly en weighed all the 
fyed they ate. A patent 	applied for but this also had to be abandoned. (I had no 
interest in the cheaper method for ny on market, for it could not and in my experimental 
work did no produce the eeelity my market demanded.) 

I was never able to complete my planned expansion. The called for the construction 
of a two-story, agtomateti hen house at the eastern end of our property, along Route 109, 
teo stories high, and tn. conversion oe the hen house into a brooder house in which the 
pullets for the laying house would be reared. lso, a combination dressing and freezing 
plant between out home and the eunber 1 brooder house, also multi-storied byt much smaller 
than the projectee hen house. I can time this buitcan t prove it by any 'wore other than mine 
by the buildine of a janesway automated hen house to the north of us for a man from Baltimore 
who wanted to become a"Irarmet) started in it full scale and with no previous knowledge, and 
who Amid not possibly have succeeded for this reason and because he die not have the kind 
of market required for survival, which take: time to build. The tjames life. Co.'s representa- 
tive for our territory went into bueines for himself on the Eastern Shore and no loner 
has any of these records. I  did look him up the last time 1 was on the ::astern Shore. 

Hee I been able to do thes, the three brooder houses, without further expansion, 
would have permitted what is by coeparison an astronomical increase in meat-chicken production, 
with the lone, multi.-penned barn available for the rearing of large--sized .eat chickens. 
eee had a eflrkee for very laree ones, ane nine pounds, ready-to-cgok weight was a comeereial 
rarity but comixei lce with us. I car4t now be sure, but I think that although they were 
not by any means comeon, I did prodUce a few tRat dressed up to about 14 pounds.) 

Our means of rearene Peat chickens chanced as our plant ane its equipment grew and 
cheneede sot only must flexibility be a characteristic of a relatively smell operations 
that meet -meth week meet vier the requirements of 43 earlept,_but coeinc with ehe ereblemn was twee to lea,een peees out uy ereeeeeeei brought by the helicopters required it. 
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To tlei s point I ;rink yea can see that we had an exceptioneliy profitable potential. 
,411arieee oe this arc records we can produce, of continual efforts to improve' el' feciency 
to the very end, until the very moment we had to decide there would be IX stoppine of 
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these dist lar..71,ces that made any kine of operation impossible. Two ilIuetratime of this 
come to min ''....,  ,:Lately, and thee,e may be more. One is the purchase of at least new 
feeders for the hen house and I think added nests ( to provide cnoraoro y more thaa the 
ueual number Of nests for the hens and probably to replace those that ac tees 1 y were 
damaged by the disturbed chickens). Obviously, if 1 did not lingee in the hope of these 
distrurbances endi le; and our business beoominz an R4-1- stable as I had  every reason to believe 
it could I would not have spent this money. Some of those feeders, which have an indefinite 
life, beine of heavy, galvanized Petal, were used but a couple of months the sane would 
be true ce: the nests). The sane is true of neat chickens, where I got at least ane ene a 
vary expensive 1,000 .:?.._.k brooder from harford. I never even need the heatine units on 
it! I already had taiwbets of them in the Number 1 4,1dg, but if I'd not plened to seed 
them, 1' d no e have got ten them or the betexrZitself. -So, until we had to euepend„ we 
did nor..- than p.erely try to persevere. I got rid of another brooder that was usable to 
make room foe the superior liarford unit. it did not increase ny capacity. It was a better 
piece of equipment and it was more effecient. 

At this point 1 think I'd better explain "batteries" as I did floor broedine. General4 
speeldng, they are of two types, with and without heat, with variations in each variety. 
`‘2 

 

ere without heat have more headroom and are intended for chickens no longerrequiring 
heat, larger but still il:e4ebse chickens. (Fryers are imwature.) To use the haxforde as 
a standard, in the same height, a butte:. y with heat has five layers whereas one without 
has four. (With the harfords, I did have heat pads for the laYger or growing batteries 
and could and did use them for brooding.) 

while there are also variationszes, by and large there are or then were two 
basic sizes„,, the one rited at 200 chicks per layer, like 	4 the arfords, and one h;.lf  that 
size, rat4g at 100 chidks per unit. 

These are unreal capacities. They mean only day-old capacity. ...t reduces as the chicks 
erow. 

All batteries have wire-ezesh floors through which the nanurefalls, ax ceerantage, e. 

:deans of holding and/or getting rid of the manure, grilles to hold the ceeks or chickens 
in, one trays for feed and water. .741 the batteries other than :::x-ford that we had, the 
only parts that could norreelly be eepected. to wear our were the manure pans ane ehe 
water :thoughts and the water 	With the :-Larfordo, this was not 	case. The 
water pans were stainless steel 	an automatic flow of water) and instead of manure 
pans there was an endless plastic belt over which Kraft papers was fed from a roll. 
Cranking a handle that controlled the belt roiled out the paper one with it the manure, 
and simply cutting ofe the paper left a fresh sheet to collect manure. The 	thu.s 
was autocratically tine rapidly removed, to fall into a wheelbarrow for removal from the 
building. (I also developed a wholese)e reeket for all  our manure, at :315.00 a ton, to a 
nurseryman. who came and hauled it himself.) With chicks the floor .1..lesh was about 3/8 or 

1/2 inches, with fryeve, about 3/4% 'ehere we had manure pans, I scraped the reettre from 
them into ajieelbarrow, by hz2nd. There is more apace between the deposited =lure in 
batteries like the ieerford, which beeteee important as the chickens were made wild by 
the helicopters and tended to stampede even without detectable cause, to while I could 
have and ordinarily would have kept the other batteries as I got more harfones, I did not 
because it became impossible or close to it to raise the young chickens this way because 
their jumping and stampeding pounded the floors into the manure, which was not good for 
them and made eendine the manure pans difficult for me and another cause of excitement 
for the chic:tam. ;eo, I got rid of some that coeld have been used oehorwise, and 1  had 
housing seace for them and the chickens they could have held and uneer other conditions 
would. have. 	the end I wan not using taro of the smeller buildings I would have used 
for this reason only. One is attached to the western end of ike,2 and one we celled the 
"Yellow" 131dee just a few feet to the west of it. Yet in an operation. like ours, although 
they weee small, they had a pretty decent capacity, largely because we had chickens of 
different sizes and aes. 
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The ho.2 al1u :041 	 wore corelocted by what we celled "The Porch", at was an 

c'n! insult,ed space, with runine water, on which we had a 1,000 chick brooder battery and 

two sets of neacon brooder batteries half that size but six high insteaa of five layere. 

in the unreal industryhfeasuremeet, this gave un a brooding capaicty on The Perch of 

2,200 neat chicks. nctully, we staeeered the ages ane sizes. If all  hee been of one 

ace and squab size, this neant that we could thero raise to scuab size, under lese than the 

best conditions, crowding that woula have worked eithout tee helicopter disturbances, of 

about 750. 
iu The Yellow uilc1izi I had an ofa-arlze owing battery, about midway between the 

capacities of the two etendard aloes. I had to eet ridhef it because oa en
eace done it by 

disturbee rn excitee chickens. After i got rid of it it used that buineine for brooding 

in milder weather ana erowine year-round until I had to stop usine it because of the 

chickens behavior described above in connection eith the nanure pains. Its capacity wee the 

seen a that of The Porch. t we not insuletcd, it did not pay to ineulete it, so 1 

discontinued usc of it before I h ad to aiscontinue use of the porch. The detruction to 

this egad:a:lent by the chickens was incredible, as the picture I have of eo. 1 and the 

superior, new equipment will illuetrate. Zeepractise, I used both The Yellow Bide an the 

Porch for a/1 sizes up to good-size fryers.14hie, of course, consiecrably reduced the
ir 

capaeit*es. Thera is no neasureaent I can eiVe, because the eopulatione ane sizes varied 

eith needs. ena general rule, the earlier standard, where I compare our produce with the 

conmercial, apelies to capacities here,- too. et the 	there capacities were entirel
y 

unused. Yet I had earlier proeueed what Irofeicialy the country' best poultry in then. 

The Yellow 'lde. had Beacon and similar brooder Batt 	in then, ane I divided 

es I 11011 recall 12 hudson groeine batteries between them shittinL; them as needed. These 

eudson growing batteries were large enough to hole large roasters. They were larger than 

fryer size. (At he end, when the earford cages ; got for the d iaged hens were insafficient, 

1 

 

took to haneine ineiridual layers of these Hudson batteries in the paying pens, in 

addition to the harford cages, which eives an adeee indication of the anount of daaage.) 

CUL /nose hucison betteriee had a single-age capacity of 175-200 fryers at a tine. iecause of 

'rotation of aeeib, it coule be and when necessary was larger, for each leyer woule hole m
ore 

smeller chickens I coule ane die . then thin out as they grew en e as I dressed off the 

largest ones. 
Ha it not bacoae inpoocible, I coule hen uses the smell building eteachee to 

eo. 2 for bat airy or floor operation. I had used_ it for both. It woule have inld 100+ 

large fryers at a tine, and at a time could have been 5-4 week cycles, after squab 

size, when they re uired no external heat most o: ehe liamm year. (I die have ,lectric floor 
brooders for it and for another cane-11  btatleine of half  the size in which I had earlier 

produced 100 squad-size at a tine in five-week cycles. at became iapossible to raise 

meat chickens on the floor because of stampeding, piling up, tearing and smothering and 

extremely hazardous to do this el_th large chickens, where with mechanical injury the 

unit cost of the loss could be very large per chicken.) 
Alen I was not using the ho. 2 and no. 3 Bldgs for replacement pullets, for laying 

stock, I had used thon to raise meat chickens on the fldwr. At the end, when 1 did not 

need them for layer pulints, I eared use them only for smaller numbers of the largest 

meat chickens , an then only with difficulty and aperehension. The reenen is the behavior 

of the hysterical chickens. 
hy plan was to use the westernmost pens of the barn for these larger chickens, other 

pens for the breeding flock and noulted layers. I die kciop the breeders in the barn until 

lost them to the helicopters, and. I do recall teen; in addition to using the eastern 

pens of th barn for the rioulte. layers, I used those to the west of the niaale for a 

flock of aarco sex-linked pullets, of which I took individual pictures with a nekonie 

Lam camera when ucorge euieley was there and I think 1 was moving them to the hen house. 

"no, unless I wore to estimate the number of roaster or .Largo-sizod meat chickene a could 

have proeucee in the barn, and 1 think it would be an undependable figure, I can't give 

any figure for meat-chicken production or capacity for it, elm though i en sure that at 
ooec point I dee use it for medivaa.sized neat chickens. hy plan did not include using it 
for any but large meat chickens. any eetiente would be connectural ant not supportable. 



had. a few of .At- s:.. soot  ler ismooki brooder batteries I 1.13ed ix emeroencies in the 
house, &though I dir,.....t lildi to. The had 4 day-old capacity of about 000 chicks. There 
war: times we had to do thio. ,so wife didn t likkfis a bit! 

I also rocall that we (lie uscx woe of the hudso rowin atteries in the 

centraa )en o•P the barn, or at lea; in the central pen, orobably one to the west of it 
on occasion, but of tat I am not certain. 

s.t tile k;nCit 01li L32€1219 Lt-chicken production wa; pretty much concentratoO in the-
oo. I Bldg because of the behavior of the chickens under the constant strosoes. I ao awl; 
now clear on whether it contained the jamesway 1,000 chick battery brooder or whether I 
disposed of it, which was C;.NT tat:I-Lute plono  replacino it or 	nding t relli:iCte it With 
a oosrrord battery of identical capacity but supsx-ior to it. There was nethilir; Wrolk: with 
it, except, that probably Sou° of the orilLes ask. floors had been damoove by tik. cronieo. 
The i. i.arfore's were botter, as would be eop...-cte. of laboratory equiomont, oiiich they are. 
'6o, zathouoli I think it was stils there acid could be used, I'll not count it. The reason 
for uncertainty is that some time after we had to dispontinue faraino several yooroOm men 
vrho we n:•:: Start_iii; an arrinsl-supoly business for laboratories, chiefly several zsiczisis 
soecieo of oonkeys, used this son the other brooder houses an. removed what they wanted 
to room). Their sealsoys pretty much ruineo what the chickens hoss;.'t• 

Two of the growino bot•I:ories Were also equiopei for broossino. Thesse were three 
osserino batterieo. `..:2here wore also two 1,000 chick brooe.d.no  batteries. Thus, Isitfoout the 
jtosesway and in the unreal, clay-olsi stoadard, there was simultameouo broedino capacity 
of 3,600 day-old.s. In terns of squabs, these had a capacity, if all five bottsoleo were 
used silustanomosly, of 1200 per six weeks, which -permitted cleanout time. obviouoly, I 
could not operate this way at that ti:ok..4.7 I had the webto-to-week business to hold on to - 
and to service, so l had to have all --.;M and I had had to abandon the use of the other 
Looa then-empty buildings because the losses in them were too oTeat and tonoino chic:sons 
in them became intolerable. The fact is that toward the end, torolino chickens even in this 
inaulated, control-see-environment building become intolerable, as the pictures I toOh there, 
coincidino with the is•=oe,o, will chow, stor,  I had to give the chickens ttore space then 
I could. 

If the oTosino batteries were useo for groin; only, then, dependiao on size ono not 
ctor ;seri:so ‘,.;.:: L wou-id have, they iste a oioultaneous capacity of more than 3'50 birds that 
woulS dress Lore than elsourh for each to serve two people in three-weik cycles. .LOWeVert  
all (s.` this is unreal o0CaLLSe thu losses were too neat onc we coulen t do it. I believe 
the loss or notes will have samples of the number of chickens its thatswory not 1.-.11-oce in 
the biriedinoos anti not destroyed by me because they were clearly unsuitolae Ix:cause of the 
visible del-Vice to them or because their nervousness was such they just didn t flesh out 
enouoth to Oe up to our standard and the requirement of our market. These samples will 
oho_ soo.(• of the damage in those we actually dressed, 'here the dose was not visible or 
where there sealed to be a oossibility of recoverino enourh in usable meat to justify dressing. 

If you -aant :du to iSO to what will be a rather considerable amount of work, I can 
try to j.ve these figures more moonin  g, but I am not certain they will be bolievee. Le they 
81;44 bsofaro very urlreal and deceptive, which is not my intent. however, if we total the 
	 all the baildings not used for replacement pullet breeding exceot that attached 
ban  

to the oo. 2 Olds., which I'd. probably not have used, in eay(4old chicks this comes to more 
than we actually raised,7,100 at one time. Translated into squabsize, this come a to 
about a fortth of -Lis capacity, or about 1,750. 4.ik could never have done this, another 
unreality, because it was beyono my capability to do the land of dressing job I din of 
that many over a too-week peoiod. 'de did dress as stony as more than 200 larger birds a 
day, but not often. But my dresoinr job had to be porfect, end with these stresses erecting 
in itself became enormously more time-consuming even where the dsosoe Oie not include the 
flesh but did include the feathers.) Vjith the equipment used either of these two ways, and 
stile not usino floor raisino, we hoe a simultaneous capacity of 3D•rs-325 fryer-sioed birds 
in three-week cycles. Switchins one or both of the horford growings toot were couipped 
for broohtoso would, of course, 1pter the °opacities in all other sizes. ;old none of this 
allows for a popular soante • size, rhich reouced the capacity of th...: growing batteries, 
anti which my market regulorly demanded, so I nooded them fresh regularly and has to freeze 
them in arsanco of need regularly. The capacity in them varied toPoTeatly to crtimots, 
b_oauso it varied with their size and that was often more than 100. So, any estimate of 
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the number of roaster size capacity in the Iiarford pot ss•owing batteries would be 
undeoendabl e asO woula be corrupted in both -''erections were 1 to nal:e it because o the 
conditions imposes.: oy tho helicopters. 'Zoo batteoiesv;t: moro than auejuat fo.. =WO= 
thit3 icLud. of 'uso. .Chey had enough headroom a.os. tIc raztrPro-f thc nioders was aojustable. 
rirst, it eli•.ates tho preferable way of ratsiao them, on the floor, which became a 
•-.Practical impossibiLity. It also igiored a serious problem that was a consequence of the 
helicoster disturbances, a different kind of dozage to the birds. In the resultant 
turmoil they battered thpeolves quite a bit, they jumped as much as they could, ond 
in doino these and kirLss3 thinoo they tended to blister their breasts an to injur 
their hock joints, s'rom tfoo: to time this was quite troublesome and costly. This hock 
injury grows into a medical problem, on of the few w€ had. lf it was not conUstent 
and was not in the strict sen 	edical, it still rcoulted in unsalable birds. There can 
be 000.c. of this in floor rearing, but it ix considerably lessened. however, in floor 
rearing thero was the incessant piling up in corners with resultant ssothering and tearing 
of backs aoo thighs, to a lesser degree, legs. The litter on the floor cushioned the 
jarrino of t'ne hock joints in thejutoring RS the blistcrino of ths breosts aoainst the 
wi'•• floors alio metal oTillesss(sisIssir 	 141,- 

hero you should also with:rot:old that if there as but a silt hysterical chicken 
in aiiy flock, it triosred the defense sechanism, survival, really, of ,13.11 others within 
view or Ilkarilla• 'it.11 the So.1 oldg this noant within hearin. o th lion house, 'there 
her were were always hysterical lain; chickens. at case point I will probably have to tell 

;,:•-ou ;Scout the survival =ChB:UM and the olara systems of aninalst  particularly but not 
exclusively chickens. I's' data include such different other opt.s :Lax as fish and acquatic 
	s, penouins and sink. There are classic cases of penguin:* an helicopters, ono. have 

oo:-.s of the'Saw stuff on them, which includes regulations prohibiting helicopter flights 
near their. rookeries an with us, often only joy-rod:Lug, not necessities). 

1 don't know if you can ins:J..1w •:1-10.t a sinole hysterical chicken runnilk; loose 
and jusoirrolike hell can do 4th its claws if it weighs a not uncomoon uoioht, 10 lbs and 
cones clown clawino en scratchino on the backs of others, but it is enough to caue 
svere dr.: that easi:* leads to deaths, directl or indirectly (as via carolbaliom). 

(I think .L foroot to nention that he Porch also had can heat, -which neent yoar-round 
use for the younoest chickens with no problems at all .e xew from pairs of 100lb gas tanks 
at each building to a central very large tank from which gas was piped to each of the 
three nunbered brooder houses and the porch.) 

'2here is no doubt in ra:y-  hind. that we could. have sold ,,hat we cOule have reared in 
neat chickens witiss no more than the existing capacity if we hue not has these impossible- 
to-cope sith problems. I recoglize thin ooes not :loan that there will not or canoot be 
doubt in other Linde, ,earticularly the judge's. Unless you have has to cope with the seemingly 
slople but really estraordinarily serious problem of removing brazen feather quills frau 
otherwise superior carcasses, you cant imagine the anount of time that todk. 1.,or, unless 

you has to try to rear chickens under those conditions, and every time you saw them had not 
say their intthlerable behavior to contend with, simultaneously the nag...;ing cctainty of 
its economic cost, can you re: ',.41ize how revoltia:,-  it can be to tend to stock thus ruined. 
-4 it h SI not been fosisthisoLl d never have needee any farm help from the time tin doctor 
made my wife quit woridng in the city. Tending to the chickens if they had not been the 
victims of such stresses was not heavy work. There was P1 mos t no water to carry, for we had 
automatic toaterers all sot every place. The buckets of feed welched less than 20 . poinnds at 
their heaviest. l t:.e hen house and wherever we reared on the floor the feeders had a 
reservoir., the srallIest of 20 pounds of self-feeding feud. "ce.ely touching telee:. hanging 
:Cc:h.:ere hae. the effect of fresheninL: it ere: attractsng the chickens to it. 	always 
plhneed to inntal relatively inexpensive screw-typo tube conveyers to dietribate feed 
watonaticelly in the hen-house feeders, out 	behavior of the chickeze., this in- 
volved tx.: great a risk (by their flying into the down-feeding tubes, which nou.L. have 

in dmr.lag.. to them and the tubes and large wastes of feed). Our loot farm hand. was 
-woon. A2e=nc'eing chickens is a traditional -.14,:z..--woznis job. 

reality was not IV capacity, not ny market potential, but that with which I 
coulo svailive until these intrusions aria their stresses would end. It became impossible to 



absor4 the economic losses and impossible to abide the Chickens whose behavior hz...d beLn 
so altered and impossible live this way. It artificially eIdlaustee Z. '.2he drain ca the 
emotions is beyond description. A.G1Li. consultation with 1)r. Albright by ms.. to w:Lch 1 Link 

have referred and in 1960 reflects this -..ith regard to me, and 'r. Crowell's telling 
my wife to sto working th.-  year before with rcLmra to her (the httin,,-  of farm help disc) 
relates to what it did to her emptionally, not Amixzilly except through her emotions). 

_aside from the never really exploited 1LmaL—present business available, I had always 
plen-ed to day deliveries each week. ¶.his was impodsible because despite ogr just about 
unheard of profit margin and iusIity, I could not afierd to produce under the eircume,tdnces 
forcea upon us by the helico7Dters and because the condition of tie flocks forced me to 
be at the farM almost constantly. Aside froe their behavior and the or.: reduired to cope 
with it, there w-re th, consequences, endless nessos to clean up, birds escapinc; from 
batteries and- caueing C'1)  OS. turmoil, inbairi ones to sgregate and treat, and unpredictable 
floe litS when they caused the automatic waterers to keep pourinz water out. at could have 
chan;;dd, but from the 	n.in of py business 1 always "intehded the second day of ddivaery 
to be in the i.lan.x)chburn area, as 1 now recall by the number of people who 1-1a asked me 
i.e deliver there .) 

.it h this as a basis, I cancompute - .hat we could have produced, without these troubles, 
and using th:- available bu.iL..inga and equipment on a -taa;eree basis, ti-k-, oal way 
possibL- for a regular , we..kly do 4 vory business. I'a have to employ abritrary breakeowwns 
og sizes, have to consider which o the available mass i..arkets I'd have elected, how 
much I'd haw, increased our goose production, and other tinge. that would be conjectural 
and sdbject to question. I never did more of this because I believed that I would. be 
limited. to a claim of at most :6,000 per year for meat—chicken losses of whatever origin, 
the compromise agreed to at the first ientagon conference to reach an amicable settlement. 


